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Recap of Robotics 1/22-29/23Recap of Robotics 1/22-29/23

Students started to build swerve/tank drive chassis and the mechanismsStudents started to build swerve/tank drive chassis and the mechanisms
for picking up game piecesfor picking up game pieces

 
Teams made more improvements to their
mechanisms for picking up and placing the
game pieces. A lot of progress has been
made so far!

 
 

On Saturday, we made
decisions regarding which
designs and techniques
we wanted to prioritize
and which ideas should be
put on the back-burner.



Sub-section of the build team testing a wooden mock-
up prototype.

 
Pit DesignPit Design

(2018)(2018)

 

(2022)(2022)

Its about that time of the
year again to start designing
the pit for the robot! After
gathering ideas from our
whole team, working
together, presenting, and
combining ideas, we've
drafted our first idea for our
2023 season pit.

 
Locker DecorationsLocker Decorations

Students putting up vinyl locker decals and season-
specific locker decorations on team members lockers.

The locker decals and decorations are a
great way to show off to the rest of the
student body and staff that robotics is
going strong! The vinyl decals stay up for
team members' whole high school career,
and paper decorations stay up for the
season!



 

Code TeamCode Team
   

 

The code team has been making
sure that our drive system is up
and running smoothly! Getting the
code for the robot set up sooner
rather than later is essential.

 
Sponsor of the WeekSponsor of the Week

Thank you, Generac for supporting our team!

 

 

Important DatesImportant Dates
Feb 18Feb 18 - FLL Expo - FLL Expo

Feb 19Feb 19 - Sussex Scrimmage - Sussex Scrimmage

Feb 25 Feb 25 - - Team Photo Day 12PM &Team Photo Day 12PM &
Mandatory Travel Meeting 3PMMandatory Travel Meeting 3PM

Mar 8-11Mar 8-11 - St Louis Regional - St Louis Regional

Mar 22-25Mar 22-25 - WI Regional - WI Regional

 
 



 

Sponsor BenefitsSponsor Benefits
Planning on becoming a sponsor or
renewing your sponsorship? Know
someone who may be interested?
Check out our sponsorship benefits! For
any questions or inquiries please email
1259paradigmshift@gmail.com. We
appreciate your interest and support!
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